Comparative study of clinical evaluation of heart murmurs by general pediatricians and pediatric cardiologists.
In a study to compare the clinical diagnostic skills of academic general pediatricians and academic pediatric cardiologists in the evaluation of heart murmurs, a total of 128 patients (aged 1 month to 18 years) newly referred to a university pediatric cardiology clinic were evaluated by one of three general pediatricians and one of four pediatric cardiologists. The murmurs were clinically classified as innocent, pathologic, or possibly pathologic. The classification was revised after the review of electrocardiogram (EKG) and chest radiograph (CXR), if indicated. The definitive diagnosis was ascertained by echocardiography (94 normal, 34 abnormal). The general pediatricians identified as many pathologic heart murmurs as the pediatric cardiologists (27/34 vs. 29/34), with no difference in sensitivity, 79% vs. 85% (p = 0.53). The similarity in sensitivity could be because the general pediatricians were more cautious in the classification of heart murmurs and had classified more innocent heart murmurs as pathologic than the pediatric cardiologists (13/39 vs. 3/23), 41% vs. 13% (p = 0.02). The pediatric cardiologists correctly identified more innocent murmurs than general pediatricians (52/94 vs. 72/94), with a better specificity, 55% vs. 76% (p = 0.001); however, the accuracy of prediction of innocence was similar for both groups (52/59 vs. 72/77), 88% vs. 93% (p = 0.36). The revision of diagnosis with review of EKG and CXR was more often misleading than helpful for either group. Academic general pediatricians would identify most of the pathologic murmurs and are no more likely than an academic pediatric cardiologist to misclassify a pathologic heart murmur as innocent.